
Signs of the Jezebel spirit 

The Jezebel spirit is sociopathic (lack of empathy; disregards the rights of others). It has a huge 

ego and wants to meet its desire and need for power. The Jezebel spirit does this by assuming 

false authority by any means possible. With this false authority, the Jezebel spirit not only fulfills 

its need for power, but also gets tremendous ego satisfaction as it continually maneuvers for a 

position of control. Is this spirit in your church? or are there those who possess this spirit in your 

church? Three or more of these characteristics will identify this demonic spirit. 

1. They gain power by destroying others. It is like an adrenalin rush when they “win” over 

someone. They manage to get in positions of authority, and are difficult to displace, once there. 

2. They are controlling, manipulative, bossy.  

3. They can either be war-like in their personalities, so that they are intimidating, or so “sweet,” 

“perfect,” deceitful, “timid” and sneaky. They are able to fool and recruit others to join them. 

Sometimes they can be very charming and charismatic. 

4. They are critical of others, vicious to the point of being bloodthirsty. 

5. They are never wrong. 

6. They recruit others in their charges against their victims. They act to persuade recruits, and do 

not give up this activity until the recruits are won over. If the potential recruits do not cooperate 

and buy into things, this angers them. 

7. They are narcissistic (self-important). While they can tend to be oversensitive themselves, they 

have no concern for the feelings of others. They are not sympathetic to their victims, and tend to 

play the role of victim themselves, in order to gain sympathy. This way the real victim is left 

stranded, and opposed by others if they ask for help. Being the center of attention really pleases 

them.  

8. They lie, and they believe their own lie. Avoiding the truth, or intentionally acting to withhold 

truth is part of this. A false picture is presented to others. 

9. They are impulsive, fail to plan ahead, and are chaotic at times 

10. They lack of remorse after hurting someone. they justify the harm. 

11. They are consistently irresponsibility for their behavior and other areas of their lives. 

12. They are irritable, aggressive (open or subtle), and can be quick tempered. 

13. They fail to conform to social norms. They have their own ways.  

14. Psychological counseling will not help them since they deny what they are. 



15. They claim to have religious sentimentalities, but are very superficial in devotion. Born-again 

status is debatable, and unlikely, but would have to be evaluated on an individual basis. 

16. They are usually women, but can be men. The women tend to control their men with sex, 

compliments to inflate their egos or any words that would manipulate them for their cause. They 

pick passive men (Ahabs) so they can dominate them. 

17. They are usually married.  If single, could be lesbian, homosexual man, or promiscuous 

woman or man.  

18. They falsely accuse you, and they do NOT forgive you  

 

 


